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This paper deals with second order nonlinear boundary value problems. We 
suppose the existence of upper and lower solutions of the problems which are well 
ordered, i.e., the lower solution is less than the upper one, and we also consider the 
case of upper and lower solutions having the opposite ordering. We prove the 
relation between the topological degree and strict upper and lower solutions in 
both cases and using this we get the existence and multiplicity results for the 
boundary value problems under consideration. o 1999 Academic Press 
1. INTRODUCTION 
When we study boundary value problems for the second order differen- 
tial equation 
with certain linear or nonlinear boundary conditions on the compact 
interval J = [ u ,  b ]  c R we often use the properties of lower and upper 
solutions for (1). Let us note the definition. 
Let f be continuous on J X R2 (or let f satisfy the 
Carath6odory conditions on J X R2). The functions r l ,  u2 E C 2 ( J )  (or 
AC1(J) )  are called lower and upper solutions for (l), if they satisfy 
x” = f (  t ,  x ,  x ’ )  , ( 1 )  
DEFINITION 1.
r ; I ( t )  2 f ( L  q ( t ) ,  c+{(t)) ,  
r ’ ( t )  I f ( L  c+z(t), u;( t ) ) ,  
(2) 
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for all t E J (for a.e. t E J ) .  If the inequalities in (2) are strict, then al, a, 
are called strict lower and upper solutions. 
We distinguish two basic cases: 
1. The functions el, u2 are well ordered, i.e., 
ul( t )  I a,( t )  for all t E J .  (3)  
2. The functions ul, a2 are not well ordered; i.e., the condition (3) 
fails. 
Most existence results concern the first case, but there are existence 
results for the second case, as well. We can refer to the papers [5, 2, 31. 
Here, we want to present existence and multiplicity results for (1) (with 
various boundary conditions) in the first case and also in the second case 
where al, u2 have the opposite order, i.e., 
u2( t )  I ul( t )  for all t E J .  (4) 
Our results are based on the relation between the topological degree of 
the operator corresponding to the boundary value problem and strict lower 
and upper solutions fulfilling (3) or (4) (in the strict sense). 
For getting the existence and multiplicity results we need a priori 
estimates of solutions of the original boundary value problem or of 
solutions of proper auxiliary boundary value problems. Working with 
al, a2, we want to estimate the solutions just by al, a2. For the estimation 
at the endpoints a, b of J we use a certain connection between ul, u2 and 
the boundary conditions. It is well known that for the classical two-point 
boundary conditions such a connection has the form: 
0 for the periodic conditions 
.(a) =x(b), x ’ ( a )  = x ’ ( b ) ,  (5) 
we suppose 
a i ( a )  = a i (b ) ,  ( a / ( b )  - a / ( ~ ) ) ( - l ) ~  2 0, i = 1 , 2 ;  ( 6 )  
for the Neumann conditions 
x ’ ( a )  = 0, x ’ ( b )  = 0, (7) 
we assume 
a / ( a ) ( - l y  I O ,  a / ( b ) ( - l y  2 0, i = 1,2.  (8) 
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Similarly, 
for the four-point conditions 
.(a) =x(c), x(d) =x(b), a < c < d  < b ,  (9) 
CT,, (T, have to satisfy 
(mi( c )  - fTi( a)) (  - l ) i  4 0, 
(q( b )  - ai( d)) (  - ly  2 0, 
i = 1,2,  (10) 
for the nonlinear conditions 
where g,, g, E C(R2) are increasing in the second argument, we can 
impose on ul, m, , 
g,( mi( a ) ,  a;( a)) (  - l)i 4 0 ,  
g,( q( b ) ,  m;( b ) ) (  - ly  2 0 ,  
i = 1,2.  (12) 
Let us note that for more general nonlinear boundary conditions the 
compatibility of the boundary conditions with (T,, (T, was introduced in 
[ll]. For the special cases of the conditions (51, (71, and (11) this notion 
leads just to the assumptions (6), (81, and (12). 
In this paper we will study the boundary value problems (l), ( k ) ,  and we 
will assume the existence of lower and upper solutions CT,, (T, of (1) with 
the property ( k  + 0, k E {5,7,9,11}. We will consider the classical case of 
f continuous on J x R2,  here. The case of f satisfying the Carathkodory 
conditions will be considered in the next paper. 
The problem (11, ( k ) ,  k E {5,7,9, ll}, can be written in the form of the 
operator equation 
( L  + N ) x  = 0 ,  (13) 
where L: dom L + Y is a linear operator and it is a Fredholm map of 
index 0, and N :  C ’ ( J )  + Y is, in general, nonlinear and it is L-compact 
on any open bounded set R c C ’ ( J ) .  The form of L and N and the 
choice of the spaces dom L and Y depend on the type of boundary value 
problems. Here we put for k E {5,7,9} dom L = {x E C2(J ) :  x satisfies 
(k ) } ,  Y = C(J) ,  L: x - x”, N :  x - - f ( . ,  x(*), x’(*));  for the boundary 
condition (11) we put dom L = C 2 ( J ) ,  Y = C ( J )  X R2,  L: x - (x ” ,  0,  O),  
N :  x - ( - f ( . ,  x(*), XI(-)), g , (x (a ) ,  x ’ (a) ) ,  g , (x (b ) ,  x’(b))). For more details 
see [l,  6, 71. 
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If the equation (13) has no solution on the boundary of fl then there 
exists the degree of the map L + N in fl with respect to L 
In [4],  the relation between the degree and strict lower and upper solutions 
satisfying (3) (in the strict sense) is shown. In the following section we will 
formulate and prove this relation for the above boundary value problems. 
2. WELL ORDERED LOWER AND UPPER SOLUTIONS 
For the simplicity we will suppose that f is bounded: 
For f unbounded we can use the method of apriori estimates and replace 
the condition (14)  by conditions of the growth or sign types. For such 
results see [8, 9, 101. 
Suppose k E {5,7,9, l l } .  Let (14)  be fulfilled, (13) be the 
operator equation corresponding to the problem (0, ( k ) ,  and let gl, g2 be 
strict lower and upper solutions of (11, ( k ) ,  with 
THEOREM 1. 
Then 
gl( t )  < g2( t )  for all t E J .  
d L ( L  + N , f l l )  = 1 ,  
with 
a1 = {x E C ’ ( J ) :  crl(t) < x ( t )  < (TZ( t ) ,  Ix’(t)l < c 
for all t E J }  , 
w h e r e c 2 ( 2 M + r +  l ) ( b - a )  f o r k E { 5 , 7 , 9 }  
andc 2 ( 2 M  + r + l ) ( b  - a )  + 2(r + l ) / ( b  - a )  fork  = 1 1 ,  
r = I I g l l l m a x  + I I g Z I l m a x .  
In the proof we will need the following two lemmas which concern the 
case of constant lower and upper solutions - r ,  r for the problems (11, ( k ) ,  
k E {5,7,9, l l } .  
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LEMMA 2. Considertheproblem (11, ( k ) ,  k E {5,7,9} and the correspond- 
ing equation (13). Let (14) be fu@lled and let there exist r E (0,  .) such that 
f ( t ,  -r,O) < 0 ,  f ( t , r , O )  > 0 forallt E J .  ( 16) 
Then 
d,(L + N , R z )  = 1, 
where 
R, = {x E c ’ ( J ) :  Ix(t)l < r ,  Ix’(t)l < c ,  forallt E J } ,  
with c 2 ( M + r )  ( b - a ) .  
Prooj Let us put 
for A E [0,1]. Consider the parameter system of equations 
x” = f ( t , x , x ’ , h ) ,  h E [0,1], 
with the boundary conditions ( k ) ,  k E {5,7,9}, and the corresponding 
operator equations 
Lx + N(x, A) = 0, (17) 
where 
dom L = {x E C 2 ( J ) :  x fulfills ( k ) } ,  
L:domL + C ( J ) ,  x HX”, 
N ( * , h ) : C ’ ( J )  + C ( J ) ,  x - f ( * , ~ ( * ) , ~ ’ ( * ) , h ) .  
Let us show that no solution of (17) for A E [0,11 and k E {5,7,9} lies on 
dRz. Suppose on the contrary that for some A E [0,1] and for some 
solution u E a, of (17) there exists t ,  E J such that max{u(t): t E J }  = 
u(t,) = r. Then u’(t,) = 0, u”(t,) I 0 and, simultaneously u”(t,) = 
Af(t,,  r ,  0) + (1 - A)r > 0,  a contradiction. Supposing min{u(t): t E J }  = 
-r, we can argue similarly. Moreover, from ( k )  and (14) it follows that 
lu’(t)l < ( M  + r ) (  b - a )  for all t E J .  
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Therefore the degree d,(L + G(., A), a,) is well defined for all h E [0,1]. 
By the invariance of the degree under a homotopy we get 
dL( L + IT(. , 0) , a,) = d L (  + fi(. , I ) ,  a,) 
Since LX + G(x ,  0) = x” - x ,  we get 
d,(L + G(*,O),a,) = 1. 
From the equality I?(-, 1) = N the assertion of Lemma 2 follows. 
Consider the problem (11, (1 1) and the corresponding equation 
(13). Let f satis& the assumptions of Lemma 2 and moreover [according 
I 
LEMMA 3. 
to (1211 
( 18) 
gl( -r,O) 2 0 ,  
gz( -r,O) I 0 ,  
gl(r,O) I 0 ,  
g,(r,O) 2 0. 
Then 
d,(L + N ,  a,) = 1, 
where 
a, = { x  E c’(J): Ix(t)l < r ,  Ix’(t)l < cforallt E J }  
w i t h c > ( M + r ) ( b - a )  + 2 r / ( b - a ) .  
Prooj We can follow the proof of Lemma 2 with this small modifica- 
tion: We put 
g i ( x , y ,  A) = h g , ( x , y )  + (1 - A ) X ( - I ) ’ ,  i = 1 , 2 ,  
dom L = C 2 ( J ) ,  
L : d o m L  + C ( J )  x R 2 ,  x - (x ” ,O,O) .  
G(*, A ) :  C ’ ( J )  + C ( J )  X R 2 ,  
x H ( - f ” ( * ,  x(*), x’(.), A ) ,  g”l(x(a), ~ ’ ( a ) ,  A ) , g ” z ( x ( b ) ,  x ’ ( b ) ,  A ) ) ,  
and prove that solutions of (17) for h E [0,1] do not belong to an,. 
Supposing for a h E [0,1] and for a solution u E a, of (17) that 
max{u(t): t E J }  = u ( t l )  = r ,  
we get for u’(t,) = 0 the contradiction like in the proof of Lemma 2. For 
t ,  = a and u’(a) < 0, we get by (181, 
g , ( u ( a ) , u ’ ( a ) , h )  = h g , ( u ( a ) , u ’ ( a ) )  - (1 - A)‘< 0, 
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f (  * t , x , y )  = 
a contradiction. If t ,  = b and u’(b) > 0 we use (18) for g,. Similarly we 
get that min{u(t): t E J }  # - r .  Thus, supposing u E fi3, we have lu(t)l < r 
on J .  From the latter inequality we get a point 5 E J such that lur(()l < 
2 r / ( b  - a). Since u fulfills (17), we have on J 
U” = h f ( t , u , u ’ )  + (1 - A)u. 
f o r x > r +  1 h ( t , x , y )  + M  
h ( t , x , y )  + ( x - r ) M  f o r r < x < r +  1 
h ( t , x , y )  f o r - r I x I r  
h ( t , x , y )  + (x + r ) M  for -7 - 1 <x < - r  
Integrating this equation we obtain 
lu’(t)l < ( b  - a ) ( M  + r )  + 2 r / ( b  - a ) ,  
which implies that u 6 d o , .  Therefore the degree d,(L + G(., A), 0,) is 
well defined for all h E [0,1] and we can finish our proof like in the proof 
of Lemma 2. I 
Proof of Theorem 1. Put 
and 
0; = {x E c ’ (J ) :  Ix(t)l < r + 1, Ix’(t)l < ( 2 ~  + r + l ) ( b  - a )  
for all t E J }  
We can see that f * satisfies the assumptions of Lemma 2 with 2M and 
r +  1 .  
Thus, for k E {5,7,9}, we get 
d,(L + N * , 0 ? )  = 1, 
where L is from Lemma 2 and 
N*: C’(  J )  + C (  J )  I x - -f*( * ,  x( *)  9 x’( 9).  
and 
g’(x9Y) = 
where 
Igi(q(t),O)I: t E J 
i ,  j =  1 
Let L be from Lemma 3 and 
a; = {x E C ’ ( J ) :  Ix(t)l < r + 1, Ix’(t)l < (2M + r + l ) ( b  - a )  
+ 2( r + I ) / (  b - a )  for all t E J }  
Since gT, g? satisfy (18) with r + 1, we get from Lemma 3 
d,(L + H * , a ; )  = 1. (20) 
Now, let us show that: 
satisfies u E SZ; * u E a,; 
satisfies u E fl; = u E fll.  
(i) for k E {5,7,9}, each solution u of the equation ( L  + N*)x = 0 
(ii) for k = 11, each solution u of the equation ( L  + H*)x = 0 
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Suppose the contrary and put 
u z ( t )  = u ( t )  - a 2 ( t ) ,  u l ( t )  = a l ( t )  - u ( t ) .  
Then for an i E (1, Z}, max{u,(t): t E J }  = ui(to) 2 0. 
(i) By ( k ) ,  k E {5,7,9}, u$,) = 0, vl(to) 5 0 for to E (a ,  b)  as 
well as for to = a ,  to = b. On the other hand, if i = 2, u;(to) = u”(to) - 
ai ( to)  2 f ( t o ,  az(to),  aZ)(tO)) - a i ( t o )  > 0 and if i = 1, u’;(to) = a;(tO) - 
u”(to) > 0. We get the contradiction in the both cases. 
(ii) If k = 11, then either v$to) = 0 and v;(tO) I 0 and we get the 
same contradiction like in (0, or to is one of the endpoints of J and 
uj(to) f 0. If to = a ,  then ui(a) < 0 and provided i = 2 we have 
sT(u(a>J+4> %(az(a>,u’(a>> <g, (az(a) ,  4(4) 5 0, 
and provided i = 1 we have 
a contradiction. For to = b we can use similar arguments. 
So, by the excision property of the degree, using (19) and (ZO), we get 
dL( L + N * ,  0,) = 1 
for k E {5,7,9}, and 
dL( L + H*,  0,) = 1 
for k = 11. 
is proved. I 
Since N* = N for k E {5,7,9} (H* = N for k = 11) on a,, Theorem 1 
3. UPPER AND LOWER SOLUTIONS WITH 
OPPOSITE ORDER 
THEOREM 4. Suppose k E {5,7,9}. Let (14) be ji@lled, (13) be the 
operator equation corresponding to the problem (0, ( k ) ,  and let a,, az be 
strict lower and upper solutions of (0, ( k )  satisfying 
a 2 ( t )  < a,( t )  for all t E J .  
Then 
d L ( L  + N , 0 , )  = -1, 
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f * ( t , x , y )  = 
where 
f ( t , x , y )  + (x - A ) M  forA <x < A  + 1 
f ( t , x , y )  + ( A  + x ) M  for -A - 1 < x  < -A 
( f ( t , X ! Y )  for -A I X  < A ,  
So, we can define the sets 
A, = {x E R:  gl( t )  < x( t )  for all t E J }  
and 
A, = {x E R:  x ( t )  < v,(t) for all t E J } .  
By Theorem 1, we get 
d,(L + F * , A , )  = 1 
and 
d,(L + F * , A 2 )  = 1. 
Now, consider the set 
A = R \ ( q m q .  
UPPER AND LOWER SOLUTIONS 
g " x , y )  = 
32 1 
g i ( x ,  y )  + (x - A ) m (  - 1li 
g , ( x , y )  + (x + A ) m (  - I ) ~  
for A < x < A  + 1 
( g i ( x 7 Y )  for -A sx < A ,  
for -A - 1 < x  < -A 
f o r x s - A - 1  \ g i ( x ,  y )  - m( - 1li 
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We can see that f * ,  gT and g ;  satisfy (14) with 2M instead of M and 
(161, (18) with A + 1 instead of r.  Therefore if we put 
H * : C ’ ( J )  +. C ( J )  X R2 
x * ( - f * ( * ,  x(*), x’(*)) 7 gT( . (a ) ,  x ’ ( a ) )  7 g;(  .( b ) ,  x’( b ) ) )  
and 
L : C 2 ( J )  +. C ( J )  x R 2 ,  x * ( x ” , O , O ) ,  
we get by Lemma 3 
d,(L +H*,f l )  = 1. 
By the same way as in the proof of Theorem 4, we define the sets A,,  A , ,  A 
and get 
d,(L + H * ,  A , )  = 1 
and 
d,(L + H * , A , )  = 1. 
Now, we need to prove that for any solution u of the problem 
x” = f * (  t ,  x, x’), (11) 
the implication u E E = u G? d A  holds. Let us put u ( t )  = u(t)  - u,(t). 
Since u E E ,  there exists a t ,  E J with u(tJ 2 0. Suppose u’( t )  > 0 for all 
t E J .  Then u(b) 2 0 and g,(u(b), u’(b)) > g2(u2(b), ui(b)) 2 0, a contra- 
diction. If u’(t> < 0 on J ,  we get u(a)  2 0 and the contradiction 
g,(u(a), u’(a)) > 0. Therefore u’(to) = 0 for a to E J ,  i.e., 
u’( t o )  = Ui(  to ) .  
(Similarly we can prove u’(t,) = u;(tl) for a t ,  E J.) Integrating the 
equation in (27) we get lu’(t)l < B on J which implies lu(t)l < A  on J. 
Thus u G? dfl .  Suppose u E dA and put 
u i ( t )  = ( u ( t )  - u ~ ( ~ ) ) ( - I ) ~ ,  i E {1,2}. 
Then we can find an i E {1,2} and a to E J such that 
max{u,(t): t E J }  = u i ( to )  = 0. 
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We can argue as in (ii) in the proof of Theorem 1 and get a contradiction. 
Since we have proven u E - u E 04, we finish this proof by the same 
way as the proof of Theorem 4, working with H* instead of F*. 
Suppose k E {5,7,9, ll}. If ul, u2 in Theorem 1 [4,5] 
are not strict, then either the problem (0, ( k )  has a solution on d o ,  [ doZ, ]  or 
the condition (15) [(21)] is valid. 
Suppose that all assumptions of Theorem 1 are fulfilled but 
ul, u2 are not strict. Let us choose po E (0, a) such that 
I 
COROLLARY 6 .  
Prooj 
and for p E [0, pol put 
for x 2 u2( t )  h 
2x - U 2 ( t )  - Ul( t )  
UZ(t) - Ul(t)  
for ul( t )  < x < a,( t )  ,
Then for any p E (0, pol, u1 and u2 are strict lower and upper solutions 
to the problem 
X’’ = f,( t ,  x ,  x ’ )  , ( k ) .  (28) 
If we define the operator 
for p E [0, pol, then, by Theorem 1, 
d,(L + Np, a,)  = 1 
for each p E (0, pol. Suppose that no solution of ( L  + N ) x  = 0 lies on 
d o l .  Then, using the invariance of the degree under a homotopy and the 
fact that No = N ,  we get (15). In the case of Theorems 4 and 5 we can use 
the same arguments but u1 and u2 interchange themselves in the formula 
for the function E(t, p, x). I 
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4. EXISTENCE RESULTS 
As the direct consequence of Corollary 6 ,  using a limiting process, we 
obtain the following existence results for the problems ( l ) , ( k ) ,  k E 
Suppose k E {5,7,9,11}. Let (14) be@@lled and let a,, a, 
{5,7,9,111. 
THEOREM 7.
be lower and upper solutions of (11, ( k )  with 
a,( t )  5 a,( t )  for all t E J .  
Then the problem (l), ( k )  has at least one solution in a,, where fl, is the set 
from Theorem 1. 
Remark 1. The existence results of Theorem 7 are known and they are 
presented here for the completeness, only. 
Suppose k E {5,7,9,11}. Let (14) be@@lled and let a,, a, 
be lower and upper solutions of (l), ( k )  with 
THEOREM 8. 
a,( t )  I a,( t )  for all t E J .  
For k = 11 suppose g ,  nonincreasing and g ,  nondecreasing in the first 
argument. Then theproblem (11, ( k )  has at least one solution in fi4, where for 
k E {5,7,9}, fl, is the set from Theorem 4 and for k = 11 it is the set from 
Theorem 5. 
Remark 2. For k E {5,7} a similar existence result is proven in [51 
or [2]. 
5. MULTIPLICITY RESULTS 
In this section, using Theorems 1, 4, and 5, we get several multiplicity 
results for (11, ( k ) ,  both for the linear two-point or multipoint boundary 
conditions k E {5,7} or k = 9, and for the nonlinear boundary condition 
k = 11. In the last case we suppose that g, is nondecreasing and g, 
nondecreasing in the first argument. 
Suppose k E {5,7,9,11}. Let (14) be @@lied and let 
a,, a,, a3 be strict lower, upper, and lower solutions of (0, ( k )  with 
THEOREM 9. 
a l ( t )  < a, ( t )  < a, ( t )  forall t E J .  (29) 
Then (11, ( k )  has at least two different solutions u ,  v satisfiing 
a l ( t )  < u ( t )  < a , ( t ) ,  a l ( t )  < v ( t )  forall t E J ,  
a,( t,) < v( t U )  < ag( t,) for a t ,  E J .  
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Prooj From Theorem 1 it follows the existence of a solution u in Rl. 
We define an auxiliary function 
and from Theorem 4 (Theorem 5 for k = 11) we get a solutions u of the 
problem 
x’’ = h( t , x, x’) , ( k )  ,
Moreover, u lies in R, which is defined by the couple g2, g3 instead of 
g1, g2. The inequality crl(t) < u(t)  on J can be proven as in (i) or (ii) in the 
proof of Theorem 1. This inequality implies that v is a solution of (11, ( k ) ,  
as well. I 
The dual situation is described in Theorem 10. 
THEOREM 10. Let all assumptions of Theorem 9 be fulflled with the 
exception that now crl, g2, cr3 are strict upper, lower, and upper solutions. 
Then (11, ( k )  has at least two different solutions u ,  u satisfiing 
u z ( t )  < u ( t )  < m3(t),  u ( t )  < m3(t) forallt E J ,  
gl( t U )  < u(t,) < rz( t U )  fora t ,  E J .  
For constant lower and upper solutions we get the multiplicity result of 
THEOREM 11. Suppose k E {5,7,9}. Let (14) be fulfilled and let n E N, 
the Ambrosetti-Prodi type. 
n 2 2, s1 E ( - M , M ) ,  r1 ,..., rn+l E R besuch that 
r1 < r2 < ... < rn+l 
and 
(sl - f ( t , r i , O ) ) ( - l ) i > O  f o r a l Z t E J , i E  1 1  ,..., n } .  (30) 
Then there exists s2, s3 E ( - M ,  sl>, s3 I s2, such that the problem 
x’’ + f (  t ,  x, x’) = s, ( k )  (31) 
has: 
(i) at least n different solutions greater than rl for s E (s2, s1 I ;  
(ii) at least ( n  + 1 ) / 2  [n /2]  solutions greater than r1 for s = s2 and 
n odd [even]; 
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(iii) provided s3 < s2 at least one solution greater or equal to r1 for 
(iv) no solution greater or equal to r1 for s < s3. 
Prooj Let j E (1 , .  . . , n + l}. The condition (30) implies that there 
exists s2 < s1 such that for j odd (even) rj is a strict lower (an upper) 
solution to (31) for s E (s2, sll. Therefore, using Theorem 9 we get (0. For 
s = s2 at least one of the strict upper solutions rj of the problem (31) 
became nonstrict and so two solutions of this problem can identify. In the 
case where all the upper solutions became nonstrict for s = s2, all neigh- 
bor pairs of solutions of (31) can be identical. Thus (ii) is proved. Suppose 
that x is a solution of (31). Let k = 5,7. Then, integrating the equation 
(31) from a to b and using (14), we get -M < s. For k = 9 we integrate 
from a to p where a E ( a ,  c) ,  p E ( d ,  b)  are zeros of x’ and get -M < s 
as well. Thus for s I -M the problem (31) has no solution. Suppose that 
for some s* E ( - M ,  sl) the problem (31) has a solution u*. Then there 
exists a solution of (31) for all s E [s*, sl], because u* is an upper solution 
and rl a lower solution of (31) for s E [s*, sl], and u*(t) > r1 on J .  So, we 
can put s3 = inf{s: s < sl, (31) has a solution greater than rl}. Then 
s3 E ( - M ,  szl. If s3 < s2, we consider a sequence {c,} c (s3, sz> converg- 
ing to s3 and the corresponding sequence of solutions {u,} of the problems 
((311, s = c,}. This sequence is equi-bounded and equi-continuous in 
C ’ ( J )  and by the Arzel2-Ascoli theorem, we can choose a subsequence 
converging in the space C ’ ( J )  to a solution of (31) for s = s3. Thus (iii) 
and (iv) are valid. I 
s E [Sg, $2); 
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